Violations of International Conventions by Sri Lanka (2015- present)
Convention Against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment
1. Torture and sexual violence - Torture in Sri Lanka is widespread and very common in
the North and East (Tamil homeland) part of Sri Lanka. The Latest UN report classifies
torture in Sri Lanka as “common practise”1 . The International Truth and Justice Project
(ITJP) documented 36 victims of abduction and torture during 2015 and 2016, and submitted
to the UN Committee Against Torture (CAT)2. Also Tamils returned and deported from
western countries to Sri Lanka were tortured3. ‘Rehabilitated’ former LTTE under severe
surveillance by ‘security forces’ reported several incidents of arrests4 and harassments5,
including harassment to family members of ex-LTTE members6 , in recent months. UN
Special Rapporteur found women being used in military camps as sex slaves7. Latest report
from International Truth and Justice Project (ITJP) documented rape camps in Sri Lanka8.
“Violations which continue to be perpetrated under the Sirisena administration (current
regime) include ongoing harassment and intimidation, “white van” abductions and torture
including sexual violence of Tamils suspected of even low level association with the LTTE or
involvement in legitimate democratic political activity”
International Truth and Justice Project (ITJP)9
“The Working Group is extremely concerned about detailed allegations that Criminal
Investigation Department personnel have engaged in sexual harassment and violence
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against mothers or wives of disappeared persons, including in exchange for providing
information on their relatives’ cases”
United Nations - Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances10



International Convention for the Protection of all persons from Enforced
Disappearances
2. Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA) - PTA is widely used against Tamils pre and post
2009 era. Even after numerous promises, Sri Lankan government continue to use PTA
against Tamil human rights/political activists11. Tamils taken by the military after the 2009
war (prisoners of war) and the people forcefully disappeared, remain missing. The
government shows no serious signs of addressing this issue. Relatives of forcefully
disappeared and missing people's families staged various demonstrations12. Even in 201713,
Sri Lanka continues to use PTA14 and ‘White Vans’ abductions on Tamils15,despite
international calls for its abrogation.
“Disappearances did not come to an end with the end of war. A considerable amount of
disappearances have been reported since 2009, in what had become a common tool in post
war Sri Lanka. Some recent cases concerning the so-called “white van” abductions confirm
the persistence of the phenomenon of abductions. Enforced disappearances are not
criminalized in in the national law16 ”
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Sri Lanka is aiming to replace the Prevention of Terrorism Act (PTA) with the Counter
Terrorism Act (CTA). According to a recently leaked draft version, the proposed act is no
different than the current version. Community activists and organisations released a
statement opposing the proposal and also raised concerns on the lack of consultation with
the public, few lines from the statement follows17
“The proposed framework (CTA) does not appear to address these fundamental
concerns attached to the PTA. Proposed law will have a chilling effect on all forms of
dissent, including legitimate democratic political activity”
3.Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
Northern Provincial Council (NPC) has documented and passed a resolution on genocide of
Tamils18 and demanded international investigation19 . Also Permanent People’s Tribunal
(PPT) found Sri Lanka state guilty of committing genocide against the Tamil people20.
4. Accountability - Current government (good governance) rejects international judges in
the accountability process21. This raises the question on the credibility of the government
and its promises given to the United Nations. The Government has repeatedly promises the
Sinhala masses, the Sri Lankan soldiers accused of genocidal crimes will be protected22.
Individuals accused of torture have been sent to the United Nations (UN) on Sri Lanka’s
delegation to UN23.
“Owing to the lack of a comprehensive, transparent and effective mechanism to find missing
and disappeared persons, many families continue to experience great emotional distress.
While many families have attempted to come forward and seek remedies from the
authorities or from the different ad hoc mechanisms set up by the Government, most of them
have been unable to obtain accurate information regarding their disappeared relatives. In
many cases, these families and activists have been subject to harassment and intimidation
as a result of their truth-seeking activities.”
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United Nations - Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances24

5. Justice mechanisms and lack of political will - As Sri Lanka declined UN Human
Rights Commissioners and Constitutional Task Force (CTF) recommendations on Hybrid
mechanism and involvement of foreign judges25. Sri Lanka government promised an
impartial investigation on ‘war crimes’ but Sarath Fonseka, Commander of the Sri Lankan
Army during 2009 genocidal war was given a top ministerial position26. Former UN Secretary
General27 and Human Rights Commissioner questioned Sri lanka’s political will to uphold
justice. UN working group describe the ongoing impunity as “Victims seek more
accountability as many believe that the majority of the perpetrators have escaped justice so
far. Families (of missing persons & forcefully disappeared) expressing their strong mistrust
in the administration of justice in Sri Lanka, including the courts, the investigative bodies and
the Attorney General’s Department”28
“The Government has in various statements by the President and Prime Minister indicated
that it will not initiate any criminal prosecutions that target the Sri Lankan Armed Forces. As
a result we are skeptical that the delay in the Government releasing a coherent policy is
merely part of the sequencing the Transitional Justice mechanisms. We are afraid that the
strategy is to undermine the need for tackling impunity through criminal prosecutions.”
Letter handed over to UN Secretary General by Tamil activists and organisations29
International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights
6. Militarisation - Sri Lanka army continuously militarises the North and East of the island
(Tamil homeland). The UN working group describes the situation as “particularly disturbed at
the extensive and continuing military occupation of private land, particularly in the Northern
and Eastern Provinces”30. The Military is encouraged to get involved with civil activities, in
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some places the military gets involved in day to day school activities31. The military also
engage in economical activities from harvesting to running holiday resorts.The previous and
current government used the military against the Tamil population “The military’s intervention
into civilian life has undoubtedly continued under the new government, which has shown no
indication of wanting to decrease troop levels32 ”.
“I assure you that the government would not remove any Army formations in the peninsula
(part of Tamil Homeland), nor does the government plan to scale down security
arrangements”
Minister of Defence, Ruwan Wijewardene
7. Land grabs - Sri lanka released few acres of land33, but continues to take land in Tamil
areas illegally for military34 and Sinhala settlements 35. Research reports find no difference
between previous and present government on land grab issue36. There are Tamils living in
‘Internally Displaced Persons Camps’ for more than two decades, Sri lankan government
shows no concern on displaced Tamils but concentrate excessively on building Buddhist
temples in predominantly non-Buddhist areas37 and setting up Sinhala colonies in the Tamil
homeland38 .
“Construction of Buddhist temples, shrines and statues, at what is described as an alarming
pace, in areas that were traditionally non-Buddhist is met with animosity”
United Nations Special Rapporteur on minority issues 39
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation
8. Criminalising political activities - Looking at the long history of institutionalised
anti-Tamil policies, political demands within Tamils varies from independant state for Tamils
to unitary constitution. 6th Amendment to the Sri Lanka's constitution (1983) criminalises any
kind of advocacy for an independent state40, it clearly violates Article 25 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Any discussion on independent state is branded as
terrorist activity.
Tamil political and human rights activists41 are intimidated and harassed by security forces,
in some cases they are arrested under (PTA) or abducted in ‘White Vans’ and its on-going42.
In a very recent case, security forces threaten activists against holding demonstrations on
land grab43.
Institutionalised discrimination on Tamils 9. State aided Sinhala settlements - The Sri Lankan military44 and government45
systematically colonise the Tamil homeland with Sinhalese, while Tamils lands are occupied
by the military and Internally Displaced Persons Camp (IDP) suffer in the camps for
decades. State aided colonisation intends to distort the ethnic composition of the Tamil
homeland, this will have a knock on effect on electoral representation.
10. Employment and occupation - Sri lanka uses ‘Sinhala only’ policy on official
documents. More than 90% of security officials in North East (Tamil Homeland) are ethnic
Sinhalese, this creates lots of communication barriers and state fails to recruit enough Tamil
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speaking people as security officials. United Nations Special Rapporteur on minority issues
commented as46
“Difficulties of not being able to use Tamil when dealing with state institutions including
provincial and local authorities, the police and the hospitals...most state institutions across
the country use only Sinhala in oral and written communications”
United Nations Special Rapporteur on minority issues
The unemployment rate in the Tamil homeland is high47 when compared to the rest of the
island even when students from the Northern province perform well in their education.
“Those from the north face a much more difficult time than those from elsewhere in the
country. The high unemployment rate is in direct contrast to the extremely good performance
by students from the north”48
Government jobs in Northern and Eastern province demands fluency in Sinhala language.
Despite high unemployment rate and good performance by students in northern province,
Sinhalese from different province appointed for government jobs49. UN Special Rapporteur
describe as “Sinhala as the de facto sole language in these institutions and bodies”50. In a
recent case, petition sent by Jaffna students was replied in Sinhala by Northern Province
governor51.
11. Internally displaced persons(uprooted) and ‘Plantation Tamils’ - Many Tamils live in
camps or other temporary accommodations. “Those still displaced in Jaffna, Puttalam and
Mannar, who together make up two thirds of all current IDPs, have been displaced for 25
years or more”52. Tamils living in hill country areas face high level of poverty and poor
working conditions.
Tamils and minorities “continue to remain displaced and face challenging living conditions in
camps and delays in reintegration into society. Once reintegrated, those communities also
face challenges in access to basic services, employment and adequate housing”
United Nations - Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination53
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12.Good governance and lessons learnt
Only 3.6% of occupied Tamils Land were released54 since Sirisena administration took
power. Recently Tamils demonstrated demanding land release 55.
Since Maithripala Sirisena’s expressed disappointment over the arrest of security officials,
many suspects linked to security forces released. This includes Intelligence officer arrested
over Sunday Leader Editor Lasantha Wickrematunge56 . Once again Sri Lanka justice
system failed to deliver justice to Tamils, Nadaraja Raviraj (TNA MP, solicitor and human
rights activist) murdered on daylight in Colombo (Capital of Sri Lanka) roads, all the suspect
including intelligence officer released and appeal was rejected57. UN Human Rights
Commissioner worded the impunity in the Sri Lankan state structure as “State’s security
sector and justice system had been distorted and corrupted by decades of impunity”.
Maithripala Sirisena in his own words witnessed Sri Lankan state unwillingness to provide
justice to Tamils. Sri Lanka’s bogus commissions and state -centred judiciary is not new to
this world58.
“The international community is so satisfied with my performance that they have completely
changed their impression of the country. Now there is no threat of international courts, now
we don’t have to talk about electric chairs, there is no problem [of foreign judges
investigating alleged violation of human rights]; I have told the international community that I
cannot accept any proposal that allows foreign judges to probe our domestic matters. This is
another great victory”
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No answers to political prisoners and prisoners of war. There are wives,children fathers,
mother.. who saw their family members been arrested/taken by the Sri Lanka security forces
but now they are counted as missing. Good governance (Maithripala regime) didn’t stop
Arbitrary arrest and Enforced disappearance- it’s ongoing59. It's a tool used by previous
Sinhala regimes to terrorise Tamils. Sirisena seems to be no different.
Political solution was promised by Sirisena and Ranil government in their election campaign
and in United Nations, as it stands Sri Lanka once again rejected Tamils demand for
federalism, even devolution of power cut short. Governments trumps about Northern
Province Council, it again over seen by Sinhala/pro-government/military members. As usual
bogus commissions set-up by the government runned and administrated by pro-government
Sinhala persons. UN Special Rapporteur witnessed exclusion of Tamils and minorities in
decision making and power structures60. Tamils yet again in Sirisena's administration treated
as second class citizens.
UN Special Rapporteur witnessed usual tactic of Sri Lanka’s state “Unrestricted access to
these detention facilities was granted to the Special Rapporteur. However, the Special
Rapporteur notes with concern that a number of detainees reported that they had been
warned not to speak to the delegation about their treatment in detention, and were reluctant
to do so as a result61 ” This exactly happened during Mahinda Rajapaksa regime- they went
after the victims who met former UN Human Rights Commissioner62 .
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